**Multiple Choice Spelling Test**

**Directions:** Look at each answer choice and circle the one that is spelled correctly.

1. pianeers    pionears    pionners    pioneers
2. ceers       chears       cheers      cheres
3. cleering    clearing     claering    cearing
4. hear        heer         haer       haere
5. nearby      nearbye      neerby     neerbi
6. yaer        year         yere       yeare
7. beerd       beard        beared     baerd
8. raindear    reindear     reindeer   raindeer
9. stere       ster         steer      steare
10. per         peere        pare       peer
11. reemak      remar        remrk      remark
12. alarem      alarm        alarm      allarm
13. slep        sleep        sleep      sleepp
14. rane        rain         rean       raine
15. contray     country      countree   county

Using your spelling words, fill in the blank.

16. The __________________ moved westward for more land.
17. The old man has a long, white __________________.
18. The parade was for the Chinese New __________________.
19. We live in the __________________ of United States.
20. The __________________ live in the far north.
21. The creek overflowed because of the __________________.
22. The class __________________ when she crossed the finish line.